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FASHION & STYLE

Casual couture is a term I use to describe my personal style,
meaning I wear clothes that are comfortable and fit me
perfectly, using luxurious fabrics in the best quality I can
afford - that is key - buying quality clothing, instead of
quantity. Most of my clothes are by local designers and
custom made to my measurements - I only tend to buy basics
in main stream stores like Zara and H&M. I feel the term casual
couture suits my style ascetic perfectly as I love being
dressed casually due to my lifestyle, but look like my clothes
are expertly made for me...

BEAUTY & MAKEUP

I always maintain, the older we get the less make up we
should use, instead focusing on enhancing our features and
highlighting what we love most about our faces. Focusing on
skincare and letting our natural glow radiate is a much better
look than caked on make up that emphasise instead of blur. In
the beauty article I share a few simple make up tricks we
should all know by now. Have a look and see if there are any
you already do...

INSPIRATION & WELLNESS

There are definitely certain trigger points that can alter my
mood on a daily basis - they key is to identify them and know
how to avoid them. Recharging my body and mind is super
important to me. I know I can then optimise my energy and
mood throughout the day - getting enough sleep is my
number one priority plus a moment of quiet during the day
help me recharge. have a look at what else we can do for a
healthy body & mind...

Couture (originally French), means one-off pieces made to the specific measurements of the
client - perfectly tailored clothing, using only the best quality fabric and craftsmanship.
Casual, refers to clothing that is informal and comfortable. What does that mean in terms
of our everyday wear? Basically, mixing comfortable casual fashion pieces like t-shirts, tank
tops, button down shirts, lightweight knits, jeans, skirts and trousers with luxe fabrics like
satin, silk, sequins, lace, leather, chiffon and other luxurious fabrics, ensuring our clothes fit
us perfectly, suit our style and is the best quality we can afford...

Tip

Make your clothes your own, find your style and
let your clothes fully represent you, your
personality & lifestyle. Seek out only the trends
that perfectly fit into your style, discover your
unique fashion, style & beauty identity, then start
building your wardrobe with pieces of high
quality, luxurious fabrics & craftsmanship and
look for items that fit your perfectly. Establish
your own casual COUTURE and buy the best quality
you can afford...
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN, AND HOW CAN I ACHIEVE IT?

FASHION & STYLE

My casual couture consist of custom made
dresses in styles I love, feel comfortable in and fit
me perfectly. I have an extensive collection of
locally designed and made kimonos in a range of
colours and prints that suit my style identity plus
my jeans are all from American Eagle as I love
the fit and colour wash. I know my style and
have perfected my casual couture looks by
finding what works for me - I challenge you to
do the same!

the make up tricks we should all know by now...

Less is more
Focus on skincare
Partner your foundation with sunscreen
Apply blush where it occurs naturally
Never let your lipstick migrate or bleed
Stop applying eyeliner to your lower lashes
Always fill in your brows
Avoid sparkles and glitter
Skip the contour and only highlight your features
Use cream based products instead of powder
Stick with neutral eye and lip colours

BEAUTY & MAKEUP
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Give your body a break - rest and sleep is important to recharge
Treat your scalp like you do your skin - use a hair mask once a week
Use your skin products in unexpected ways - mix a face oil with your
foundation and give yourself a body facial, using scrubs and serums
Include healthy fats like avocado, salmon and nuts to your diet for a
luminous glow
Keep hydrated by drinking lots of water

your body & mind
INSPIRATION & WELLNESS

